I Was There

transport

sugar factory

PLACES OF EXPERIENCE
IN THE HOLOCAUST

“... I think it was in December they took us into
a transport and took us to Bergen-Belsen” (December 1944)

town
Salzwedel

“... and the camp was so overcrowded they put us in tents and they were torn and there was nothing – it was in the
wintertime, snow and water and mud, that is where we lived, and during the night it would rain and we had no choice,
we couldn’t even move around because there was not enough space. Luckily about two weeks later there was a big storm
and it tore away the tents, so they took us into a storage place and [there was] no water.” (December 1944)
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How to read this map
This map shows the many places mentioned in
interviews with Anna Patipa and Jacob Brodman, two
Holocaust survivors. You can follow the sequence of
places in their accounts by noting the number of
each excerpt, generally from east (right) to west
(left). The largest places, such as cities or
concentration camps, are located according to their
approximate actual location. Smaller places, such as
barracks, woods, or rooms, are located based on
their topological relationship to the other places
mentioned in the interviews, such as places they
were within or near. The legend explains the colors
that signify each person’s account and the reasoning
behind the map’s style and effects. If both survivors
mention a place, it appears in both colors.
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Bergen Belsen
camp

“So there it was like paradise ... we would stay in a factory for twelve hours,
it was dry and then we would walk ... I don’t know how many miles we
would walk in the snow, and when we got to the camp we had a room, it
wasn’t heated but at least it was dry.” (1945)

tents
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storage space
storage room

kitchen
room
straw mattress

barrack

floor

barn

smaller barracks
“I almost got killed because I went out to the laundry ... to get some water and
I saw they had a barn there with ... some kind of like a potato ... I took one and
threw it in the ditch ... an SS woman saw me and she started running after me and I
went into the room. She hit me a few times over the head and took it away.” (1945)
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camp

“We had you know like is a straw mattress, it was straw and we
got -- each bunk had a blanket. And we worked in a munition
factory and at least we got one meal a day.” (February 1945)
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ditch
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washroom
laundry

wagons

polish camp
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“... she [SS woman] came back and she said that they were going in wagons and a plane
came and was bombing them so they had to jump down from the wagons and went
under the wagon … so we knew that the allies are close.” (May 1945)

coal mines
“We are traveling three days to Auschwitz in cattle cars. ... no food, no
water, no nothing. ... People breaking out from the trains. ... We looked
16 out through that hole he broke and see him screaming and broke ...” (fall 1943)
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Why was the map made and what does it
say?
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barrack

clinic

“... we would save a slice or two and when we had enough we would throw it
over to the Bohemian people because they were there for months and
they were already starved. They would throw us a dress and that is how
after a while I would have a dress instead of the pajama tops.” (May 1944)

camp
railroad

Ordruff

bridges

gypsy camp
Bohemian camp
between the barracks

14

open cars

on the ground

“... and the children and the old people they were dying every morning
when we got up there were between the barracks between every two
barracks there were a whole stack of corpses ...” (1944)

inside
big room

outside

14 “Szebnia was a camp with over there 20,000 Russian soldiers.
And they were all killed, one by one and burned on the stake ...
you could smell it for miles and miles ... terrible.” (winter 1942-1943)

“... after separation we started walking towards I guess ... the camp and they
were yelling and screaming and fires, open fires burning, it was a terrible smell, and we
didn’t say nothing. ... we had [on] two or three pairs of underwear and ... maybe a
dress and a suit and a coat, a rain coat, so we started peeling off our clothes because
when we saw all those fires and the screaming we started peeling off our clothes and
throwing it down, that if you have to burn we shouldn’t burn that long.” (late May 1944)
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crematorium
crematorium

11
doors
windows

cabin

“And a bomb came down and broke out the door and threw me into the cabin 20
and I fell inside the cabin. That’s why spine is terrible. And I saved. That is one
in a million you save from a bomb like that.” (Christmas Day, 1944)

19 “And you would see sometimes in the morning two three people on the wires,
hanging... electrified from... they wanted to run, to scream, they couldn’t
eat... they were hungry, hungry people.” (until 1945)

Cheder
shul
army hospital

Jewish section

some houses

office

“... we cleaned up Nowy Sącz ghetto. ... after 9
the people left [on] the train ...” (winter 1942)

door

grave

window

road

park

“So they ordered us, everybody to line up in front of the streets 7
pockets
and Hamann came and ordered everybody should empty their
pockets, their money and everything.” (late 1941) big street

woods

train station
window

cattle cars
railroad cars

train

“I was working on the railroad station, all of a sudden I see the train coming 8
and loaded with people. And one train, in one car, my late sister looked out
through the window and screamed, ‘Help us, help us.’” (late 1941)

Theresienstadt

“And we started march on the road ... See here a car - bombed.
Here a car shut up, burned. ... We are five in a row.” (April 3, 1945)

Grybów
city
town
jail
3 “So we came to Sambor and the Germans ... Overran us. ... and, we stopped
there, we slept two nights I think, and we started back home because there
was no use to go further ... because of the Germans.” (August 1939)

6 “Hamann ... selected ten people ... my father ... said, 'If I not go ... the whole city
will burn.' I looked out [the window, to the park] . ... Then Hamann ... shot him
in the stomach first and then shot him in the head.” (May 1941)

poor neighborhoods

Nowy-Sącz ghetto

This map was born of necessity. Conventional
cartography and GIS use latitude and longitude to
place objects in space. However, coordinates are
often impossible to determine for small places or for
historical places that have ambiguous or uncertain
location. Because we wanted to include all places
that seemed significant to Patipa and Brodman, we
developed a hybrid approach that enables us to
include the very small, intimate places (a building, a
train car, a pocket) as well as towns, regions, and
countries. In this way the map is a cartographic
exploration of the spatiality of the Holocaust as well
as our own responses to the accounts. The textual
excerpts on the map either describe the quality of a
place or an event that made it notable for the
speaker. The texts do not constitute narratives, but
we hope they give you a glimpse of two individuals’
experiences as the Holocaust tore them from their
homes and carried them across Europe.

Jewish homes

Nowy-Sącz

“Behind the road was about 12 ... people what they caught. ... They 10
had already the grave already. And they had to line up in front
of the grave and they shot one after the other.” (spring 1942)

G E R M A N Y

Sambor

“And there were selections ... the young men to work other
sections of the country and ... and they vanished. ...
5 If they went, they never came back.” (1940-1941)
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shed
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field

15 “But they lined up all these people, nude. ... we had to stay
on the side ... they shot them all. Who was shot, who wasn’t
and we had to throw them on the fire.” (winter 1942-1943)
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18 “... one officer ... he invited me to inside and gave me thread and
needle and I mended. And he gave me a bowl of his soup, noodle
and everything. I got fatter, a little bit fatter.” (1943)

wires

26

Szebnia

labor camp
Buna
factory

cabin

big basin

fires

22 “the Czechoslovakian people were very nice, used to stay on the bridges from
the railroad and throw the rolls and the bread to the open cars. You were
lucky, you caught the one roll.” (late January 1945)

another camp

11 “... over there in Tarnow, every day was a killing.
Five, six, seven people, ten people, fifteen people on
the grounds of the Judenrat.” (spring 1942)

17 “They picked some ... 20, 30 people to work in the ovens ...
But I was lucky. I had a friend, what knew me since childhood. ...
he got arranged with a group going to Buna, a labor camp ...” (1943)

“They took us there and put us in a barrack with 1,200 women,
no bunks, no blankets. It was raining and it was all mud and
water and we ... didn’t have enough space to lay down.” (1944)

shower

little field

“The 29 of March my younger brother slipped us a note. We were 25
working on the ditches. And slipped us a note, ‘We will soon be
liberated. Don’t worry. We will soon be liberated.’” (March 29, 1945)
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15

cabin
barracks
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C camp

“In Ordruff, there was a camp and they were working on underground tunnels
for airplanes to hide in the mountains. In case bombardment, the airplanes
could hide in big holes. ... We used to work there ...” (February 1945) 24

th

Auschwitz
here
Birka
the camp
Birkenau
concentration camp
barracks

transport

no bunks
no space

ditches

“We didn’t work. Some days they would [take] us out in the fields ... we
would break the rocks and take them here and then take them from here
and then put them back here.” (1944)

five

barrack

underground tunnels
big holes

13 “End of 1942, they liquidated the ghetto and the, another few
hundred stayed behind. We cleaned up ... ” (end of 1942)

bunk

23 “... at Buchenwald the conditions were dirty, so dirty, so terrible is not to describe.
We were working on carrying stones and we had to climb a steep hill to bring
stones from the bottom up the hill.” (early 1945)

mountains

two ghettos
ghetto

“We worked ... in the working ghettos. Two ghettos, one for old people who couldn’t work, 12
one for the people what worked. ... you couldn’t go across always.” (spring 1942)

fields
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“... we were my aunt, my cousin, my sister, my niece, and I, we were five ...
didn’t want to separate. ... we got one blanket, so we were like sardines. If five
are sleeping here and five are sleeping there, the bunk wasn’t enough to stretch
out our feet. ... when we want to turn, everybody had to turn ...” (1944)

Buchenwald

hill

here

railroad station

dead people

Tarnow

gate

outside

open cars

“They loaded us up in open cars. Open cars. People froze to death in these 21
cars. Used to huddle together to keep warm, or we sat down on the dead
people. We were sitting on the dead frozen people.” (January 18-20, 1945)

“... in Auschwitz we had to go out, stay outside if it was raining during the days. During
the nights it was freezing and during the day when the sun was shining it was terrible. We
would get from the wetness, from the mud and from the rain, our feet would swell, our
knees, then we couldn’t walk and during the day when the sun was shining our lips would
swell and the eyes. They would give us some white cream – and it was just awful.” (1944)

streets

school
4 “My younger brother and me ... went back there to cross over to
Russia and we couldn’t ... the borders were very guarded. ...
We were about two weeks away ... ” (1940 or 1941)

C A R PAT H I A N S

1 “Then I couldn’t go to school anymore. ... Overran Poland, yeah ... 1939.
What was it August? August I think ... end of August.” (1939)
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2 “... we loaded up the cars and the horse with the big buggy with the whole family
... and we traveled towards the ... Russian Hungarian border.” (August 1939)

Anna Patipa

Jacob Brodman
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“I pushed him out from the other end... they are running through the woods
and I after them and the S.S. start to shoot but it was dark already and they
couldn’t hit anybody ... we run through the woods.” (April 3, 1945)

bank
temple
“... we had my sister and my trousseau and ... my mother would
take out sheets or towels or stuff like that and take it to the
farmers and they would sell us some food.” (1940)

“... we heard somebody is knocking on the windows ... in the morning ...
That officer [who lived with them], ... he said that was him, he tried to
warn us because he found out what is going to happen ...” (April 8-9, 1944)
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E.g. - a pocket, a window, a fire
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train

(1.5 cm Ø circle)
E.g. - a barrack, a synagogue

“... after the Hungarians came we had to give up [our] bedroom
for the ... Hungarian officers.” (late 1938)
street

4

around

“... early in the morning, we crawled out of the woods, we
found a cabin, was potatoes and milk ...” (April 11, 1945)

neighbors

house

windows

“my mother was sick, she was in bed ... they said okay, pack your things;
whatever you can carry, you can take with you.” (April 1944)
28

(2 cm Ø circle)
E.g. - a factory, a train
station, a park

grammar school
3

E A S T E R N

junior college
school
“And I was for a month in Junior College when the war
broke out and the mobilization, so they closed it.” (fall 1938)

small little town

“So they took us to the train station and
we were there a whole day” (April 9, 1944)
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chimney

road

village
hill

“I said, ‘Why don’t we go across the street and see what is there in the house. What’s there.’ ...
And, we walked in near a door ... about twenty or thirty yards from us was that wall where
we were sitting. Cannonball went straight on that spot where we were sitting.” (April 11, 1945)

Salzwedel
“... I don’t remember if it was three nights and two days or three
days and two nights we were traveling and people were sick, people
were dying, didn’t have – we couldn’t sit down.” (May 1944)
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Bergen Belsen
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Ungavard

hospital
road
street

door

“... they put us in the cattle [cars], about eighty people. They were children and old people, young
people, and it was so tight we didn’t even have place to sit down. ... and the children were crying,
they were hungry and thirsty, they had to go to the bathroom. There was nothing.” (May 1944)

house

little room
here

30

“All of a sudden, at night, we hear walking, walking soldiers.
Some American, Americans are here, and then we were
liberated.” (April 11, 1945)

9

Ordruff

Buchenwald

Theresienstadt

Gleiwitz

the river

no lavatory

“There were no bathrooms, no lavatory
and it was dirty and was infested with
lice and bugs and it was terrible.” (April 1944)
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Tarnow
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the fields

cattle cars
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Budapest

“... late in the afternoon or in the evening they took us to Ungavard ... and they let us stay in the
fields the whole night. It was freezing. And in the morning they took us to a brick factory ... It was
just open space and only ... a roof over our heads and it wasn’t organized, so for the first few days
we didn’t get any food, nothing.” (early April 1944)

Budapest

brick factory
open space
kitchen

Inset map shows the actual location of the largest places mentioned in the testimonies of Jacob Brodman
and Anna Patipa. This map uses circa 2017 country borders that are different from the changing European
country borders from during the Holocaust period.
Text excerpts: Interview of Anna Patipa (February 23, 1989) is from the archives of the Tauber Holocaust
Library of the Jewish Family and Children's Services Holocaust Center, used by permission. Interview of Jack
Brodman (April 13, 1989 done by the National Council of Jewish Women Sarasota-Manatee Section,
Holocaust Oral History Project, on April 13, 1989, USHMM Collection reference no. RG-50.154*0007, used
by permission of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
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Map: Coordinate locations from Wikipedia and Google Earth. Historical regional locations from Paul Robert
Magocsi, Historical Atlas of Central Europe, rev. ed. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2002) and the
dataset of World War II era historical territorial boundaries developed by Michael De Groot for the Holocaust Geographies Collaborative; see Michael De Groot, “Building the New Order: 1938-1945,” August 24,
2010, Stanford Spatial History Lab, available online at https://web.stanford.edu/group/spatialhistory/cgi-bin/site/pub.php?id=51.
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